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K-Active Europe GmbH
Frohnradstraße 2  |  63768 Hösbach

Phone: +49 (0) 6021 62998-100

Fax: +49 (0) 6021 62998-999

info@k-active.com

www.k-active.com

MOVEMENT. PERFORMANCE. LIFE.

by

Why are our
Tapes unique

Recommended by the DOSB 
and used in top-class sports

03 The right tape for every skin 
type and every requirement

05
The especially hypoallergenic STRATAGEL®- 
adhesive technology from Gentle and Elite 
even allows taping on problematic skin 
conditions

01 The original from Japan for over 40 years

04 All tapes are water-repellent, breathable 
and latex-free. The hypoallergenic acrylic 
adhesive of the Tape Classic provides 
extra-long hold
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My Tape



EXTRA SENSITIVE
K-Active® TAPE GENTLE

K-Active® TAPE CLASSIC
One tape for everything: Whether for 
therapy, sports or at home, no matter which 
body part. The All-Rounder in top quality.  

■  decades of experience, development and 
studies guarantee the highest level of 
safety

■  the most popular K-Active® Tape among 
doctors and physiotherapists, athletes 
and private users 

■  reliable, long-lasting hold for all Tape 
applications

K-Active® TAPE GENTLE
The extra-soft tape for sensitive skin. 
Popular among babies and toddlers, pregnant 
women, elderly people, allergy su� erers, 
chronic wounds and after operations.   

Also THE tape for beauty taping for example 
on the face or décolleté. 

■  with particularly gentle adhesive for tape 
applications of all kinds

■  signifi cantly reduces the risk of skin 
irritation and rashes on sensitive skin

■  extra-irritation-free removal of the tape, 
without additionally stressing the skin

K-Active® TAPE ELITE
The perfect tape for people with sensitive 
skin who demand everything of their tape. 
Sensitive as the Gentle, long-lasting like the 
Classic. 

■  Reliable hold, even during extreme chal-
lenges such as swimming, heavy swea-
ting or for example during exercise baths

■  gentle on the skin, even when removing 
the tape

■  the favorite among athletes and patients 
with sensitive skin who put a lot of strain 
on the tape

THE ALL-ROUNDER 
K-Active® TAPE CLASSIC

SENSITIVE STRONG
K-Active® TAPE ELITE
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